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3 LOCATIONS final capitalization event 

1. Introduction 

 

This report corresponds to the Deliverable 5.4.2 and presents results of the Activity 5.4 “Mainstreaming 
Results: Promoting the Implementation of LCTPs in and outside the MED area”. In this Activity, LOCATIONS 
has organized the LOCATIONS final capitalization event, in order to promote and disseminate LOCATIONS 

methodology and outputs of the project, as well as to reinforce synergies with other mobility and tourism 

related projects in the MED area. 

Therefore, this deliverable summarizes the methodology and results of the LOCATIONS final capitalization 

event. 

 

 

2. Description of the event 

 

The final event was focused in the LOCATIONS Methodology and Outputs with the purpose of exploring the 

theme of economic and financial support to LCTPs for cruise destination cities requiring at least 50 different 

stakeholders of the MED area. 

 

Therefore, the LOCATIONS unveil the results of the three-year project in this event, which looked for 

standardized and transnational solutions that are easy replicable across all the Mediterranean ports and 

capable of valorising each territory’s expertise, through dedicated plans, technical measures and educational 

webinars to improve the mobility of cruise destinations and limit environmental impacts. The event also 

included the experience of other Interreg MED and H2020 projects focused on sustainable mobility and 

tourism. 

 

That way, the event may answer what are the hindrances and the opportunities for a sustainable tourism 

mobility in the Mediterranean area and what are the lessons learnt and the results achieved by the 

LOCATIONS project for the promotion of a sustainable mobility linked to cruise tourism. Also promoting a 

discussion about future challenges on Sustainable tourism mobility and Onshore/Offshore Sustainability. 

 

In October the first phase of the GO SUMP project, MED Urban Transports Community, has come to an end, 

to celebrate the past three years of successful cooperation and positive impact, GO SUMP organized a final 

event in Malaga, Spain. It took place from the 17th to the 18th of September within the wider framework of 

the European Mobility Week campaign. It was an opportunity for each modular project to showcase its 

achievements in an interactive way, but also to discuss key policy recommendations and explore future 

commitments and activities. 

 

Since the GO SUMP final event was planned in Malaga, the LOCATIONS Consortium decided to relocate the 

LOCATIONS final capitalization event from Lisbon, where was initially planned to happen, to Malaga, in order 

to capitalize the presence of the Modular Projects of the MED Urban Transports Community and other 

international and national stakeholders that attended the GO SUMP final event. Therefore, the LOCATIONS 

final capitalization event was organized in Malaga, scheduled for the 19th of September. This change created 

a synergy between both projects, since the stakeholders would have the opportunity to attend both events 

in only one travel. 
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4 LOCATIONS final capitalization event 

The LOCATIONS final capitalization event was divided in two parts, the first was a conference and the second 

was a study visit in the Cruise Terminal and City of Málaga. 

 

The conference was organized during the entire morning and it took place in the Institutos de Estudios 

Portuarios, which belongs to the Port of Malaga area. The conference was structured in five presentations of 

keynote speakers and two round tables. The first roundtable was focused on Sustainable Mobility in Tourist 

Cities and the second on LOCATIONS capitalization strategy. Each round table counted with four speakers. 

The conference also had a moderator, which was already aware of the LOCATIONS project, since she was 

also the moderator of the capitalisation workshops of the Activity 5.2, promoted by Málaga Port, the 

institutional partner in the City of Málaga. 

 

As for the study visit, which started in the afternoon, in the Cruise Terminal, allowed the stakeholders to have 

the opportunity to know the terminal and logistics inside. The study visit continued with a bus travel through 

the city waterfront, till a high viewpoint. This route and viewpoint visit also permitted to better know the 

context of the terminal in the city and to see on site the implemented measures in the scope of sustainable 

mobility in tourism. 

 

 

3. Speakers 

 

The five presentations are described below with information of the speakers and themes. 

 

• Andreia Quintal of the Horários do Funchal, representing the CIVITAS project Destinations, was the 

first keynote speaker and made a presentation on the “Main hindrances and opportunities for a 
sustainable tourist mobility”. The CIVITAS project Destinations builds up an integrated approach to 

address mobility and tourism, testing balanced strategies to face the rising challenges of these two 

growing sectors and to achieve sustainable development and a better quality of life and therefore, 

presenting this experience gives an added value to the LOCATIONS final capitalization event. 

 

• Fabio Tomasi, the Coordinator of LOCATIONS Project, from AREA Science Park, made a presentation 

on the "The experience of LOCATIONS", briefly showing the LOCATIONS results, methodology and 

lessons learnt. 

 

• Alfredo Serrano, the President of the Cruise Liners International Association (CLIA), made a 

presentation on the "Sustainability in the cruise industry”, showing what the Cruise industry is doing 
in the field of sustainability, both on and offshore. To better know and receive insights from the 

cruise industry related to its sustainable developments it’s gives an important overview and added 
value to the LOCATIONS final capitalization event, as well as a baseline for future innovative 

solutions, projects and cooperation. 

 

• Roberta Lixia, JS Interreg MED, made a presentation on the "Tourism and Mobility within the Interreg 

MED framework". 
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5 LOCATIONS final capitalization event 

• Pedro Marín the Director of Observatorio del Medio Ambiente Urbano (OMAU) of Malaga, made a 

presentation on the "Málaga as a sustainable tourist destination", showing the best cases and 

changes made in Malaga, to promote the wellbeing of citizens and tourists, as well the environmental 

sustainability. 

 

The first roundtable counted with the following speakers and contents: 

 

• José Pinheiro of the Lisbon City Council, LOCATIONS partner, gave some insights of the LCTP 

developed, context and experience of Lisbon. This contribution was focused in four topics: 

o What actions have been proposed under LOCATIONS and openness of stakeholders to 

implement them. 

o Criteria and methodology applied for the definition of the pedestrian accessibility network 

in the city center. 

o Diversification of tourist attractions and openness of tour operators to disseminate them to 

their customers. 

o Discussion on other measures to be implemented, such as improving tourist information; 

increase museum hours to disperse people at different times; Implementation of parking 

time slots and access to museums. 

 

• Stefania Silvestri of the Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea Port of Trieste, LOCATIONS 

partner. This contribution was focused in a general introduction to the process of definition of the 

SUMP of Trieste and links between LOCATIONS and the CIVITAS Project Portis in which the SUMP of 

Trieste is under development and also the illustration of the main actions of Trieste LCTP, which are 

the launch of a bike sharing system, the Transport Information platform” providing information on 
possible mobility solutions in the city and finally the “Way finding app”, linked to the previous 

mentioned platform. 

 

• Valentina Ridolfi of the Agenzia Piano Strategico srl Rimini, representing the Interreg MED MOBILITAS 

project. This contribution was focused in the MOBILITAS experience and in deep in the IT tools 

developed. The MOBILITAS project “MOBIlity for nearLy-zero CO2 in medITerranean tourism 

destinAtionS” tends to reduce negative impact on environment and traffic of tourism flows in seaside 
resorts. Therefore, it’s in line with LOCATIONS goals as well, creating a synergy by bringing its 

experience to the LOCATIONS final capitalization event. 

 

• Eleonora Tu of the Fondazione ITL, representing the Interreg MED SUMPORT project. This 

contribution was focused in the following three topics: 

o New bus lanes and bus/bike parking in Limassol 

o E-bike sharing in the Port of Valencia 

o Wayfinding system in the Port of Valencia 

The SUMPORT project “Sustainable Urban Mobility in MED PORT cities” aims to increase the planning 

capacities on sustainable mobility of port cities through sharing of experiences, pilot actions and 

training activities. Indeed, SUMPORT enables participating port cities to draft or update their 

Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP), as long-term strategy documents for the future 

development of the city that can effectively address transport issues. Therefore, it’s also in line with 
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LOCATIONS goals, creating a synergy by bringing its experience to the LOCATIONS final capitalization 

event. 

 

As for the second roundtable counted with the following speakers and contents: 

 

• Vera Gregório of Lisboa E-Nova – Energy and Environmental Agency of Lisbon, LOCATIONS partner 

and WP5 leader, which gave an overview on the methodology used for the capitalization phase of 

LOCATIONS, as well an overview on the replication of LCTP development. 

 

• Nicole Herisson of the Sète Agglomeration of Cities (France), representing the international 

replication of LCTP in Sète. 

 

• Luís Monteiro of Portimão Municipality (Portugal), representing the national replication of LCTP in 

the City of Portimão. 

 

• Florjan Xhelilaj of the Albanian Institute of Transport, LOCATIONS partner, representing the national 

replication of LCTP for the City of Saranda (Albania). 

 

 

4. Stakeholders 

 

The LOCATIONS final capitalization event was attended by a total of 57 people. As for the classification of 

stakeholders, the main groups are the following: 

 

• Local Public Authority: This is composed mainly by Municipalities, and it is very important that 

attendees belonged to different departments: from Tourism Dept. To Urban Planning Dpt. This shows 

the wide area of knowledge reached by the LOCATIONS project and by the final event. 

• Port Authority: this was the other big group attending the event together with Local Public Authority. 

In this case, the representation reached a good number of ports from the Med area. 

• Interest group: This is a specially interesting group since it is including cruise lines, but also the cruise 

terminal in Málaga, citizen organisations and NGOs like the Bike Association from Málaga. 

• Business Support Organisation: the attendance by public and private organisations supporting local 

businesses is an excellent addition, since they are very often involved in spreading information 

among companies, and the fact that they take into account cruise tourism, tourism and sustainability 

as a whole, it will definitely bring new possibilities related to LOCATIONS development. 

• University: Also, important due to the task of education and reinforcement of information that they 

are carrying out every day to the professionals of today and tomorrow. 

• There is also a mix of independent workers and representatives from other Interreg Med projects, 

guaranteeing the spreading of info to areas and sectors beyond our community. 
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5. Conclusions 

 

The LOCATIONS final capitalization event has successfully been organized in Malaga. In terms of attendees, 

the goal was 50 different stakeholders and the event had a total of 57 attendees. 

 

Since over the past ten year the cruise tourism has increased significantly around the world, it’s becoming 
increasingly relevant and indispensable to consider the impact of cruise industry in the urban planning and 

sustainable mobility and tourism policies. If not well-managed, it runs the risk of affecting the environment, 

mobility and cultural heritage of cruise destinations, with a significant impact on local communities as well. 

Therefore, it’s crucial to plan and act in this matter. 
 

The LOCATIONS final capitalization event allowed the present stakeholders to have a better insight of the 

problems and many solutions, as well as planning tools, to solve the mobility impacts that cruise tourism 

causes inside the cities. Concretely, the LOCATIONS partners have shown that the LOCATIONS methodology 

is not for a closed range of cities within the project partners, but a standardized, transnational, easily 

replicable operational model, capable of valorising each territory's expertise. 

 

Overall, the event was an important and final approach to deliver the LOCATIONS results and methodology 

and complementarity with other sustainable mobility projects, reaching a wider type of stakeholders. 

Therefore, the LOCATIONS final capitalization event disseminated and created even more awareness among 

local and international stakeholders, regarding the thematic of sustainable mobility and tourism. 

 

With the awareness that every effort made to reduce polluting emissions will allow the Mediterranean to 

preserve its value and authenticity over the years. 
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6. Annexes 

 

Annex I – Agenda 

Annex II – List of attendees 

Annex III – Presentation "Main hindrances and opportunities for a sustainable tourist mobility" - 

Andreia Quintal, CIVITAS DESTINATIONS project 

Annex IV – Presentation "The experience of LOCATIONS", Fabio Tomasi, Area Science Park 

Annex V – Presentation "Sustainability in the cruise industry" - Alfredo Serrano, President CLIA 

Spain 

Annex VI – Presentation "Tourism and Mobility within the Interreg MED framework" - Roberta 

Lixia, JS Interreg MED 

Annex VII – Pictures 
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Annex I – Agenda 

 

 

  



Sustainable mobility

in MED tourist destinations

Instituto de Estudios Portuarios, Muelle Cánovas, s/n 29001

Málaga, 19 September 2019

8.30          Registration open

9.00          Introduction and welcome speeches from Málagaport and local authorities  

9.30          "Main hindrances and opportunities for a sustainable tourist mobility" -  Andreia Quintal,

                    // CIVITAS DESTINATIONS project

10.00       "Roundtable on Sustainable Mobility in Tourist Cities" 

                  José Pinheiro, Lisbon City Council // LOCATIONS project

            Stefania Silvestri, Port Network Authority of the Eastern Adriatic Sea Port of Trieste// LOCATIONS project

                  Valentina Ridolfi, Agenzia Piano Strategico srl Rimini // MOBILITAS project

                  Eleonora Tu, Fondazione ITL // SUMPORT project

10.45       Coffee break

11.00       "The experience of LOCATIONS", Fabio Tomasi, Area Science Park 

11.15        "Sustainability in the cruise industry" - Alfredo Serrano, President CLIA Spain

11.35        "RoundTable on LOCATIONS capitalization strategy"

                  Vera Gregorio (Lisboa E-Nova)  and the cities of  Sète (France), Portimão (Portugal) and Saranda (Albania)

12.25        "Tourism and Mobility within the Interreg MED framework" -  Roberta Lixia, JS Interreg MED

12.45       "Málaga as a sustainable tourist destination" - Pedro Marín, Director OMAU Málaga

13.05       Q&A and closing

13.20       Lunch  & video exhibition 

14.45      Introduction to study tour in the city of Málaga - Pedro Marín, Director OMAU Málaga and

                 Ana Marin, Málagaport // LOCATIONS project

14.55      Study tour in the city of Málaga

16.30      End of study tour

                 The event will be moderated by Natascha Wahlberg - Senior Project Manager, FARO Innovation

Register me now!

PROGRAM
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Annex II – List of attendees 
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Annex III – Presentation "Main hindrances and opportunities for a sustainable tourist mobility" - 

Andreia Quintal, CIVITAS DESTINATIONS project 

 

 

  



Main hindrances and opportunities for a sustainable 
tourist mobility

Andreia Quintal, Horários do Funchal
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TOURISM MARKET MACRO TRENDS

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal
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LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal

Source: International Trade Centre and World Tourism Organization (2015), Tourism and trade: A global agenda for sustainable development, ITC, Geneva. Pag. 11
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WHY FOCUS IN TOURIST MOBILITY?

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal

MUTUAL OPPORTUNITIES
➢Better and clear transport information

➢Easy ticketing systems 

➢More accessibility 

➢Less traffic congestion

➢Less negative effects

➢Behaviour influence

➢Better land use

A city/region with 

good mobility for 

TOURISTS

A city/region with 

good mobility for 

RESIDENTS
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•Innovative mobility solutions in 
six islands

•28 partners from 12 
European countries, plus 
China

•From 1st September 2016 to 
31st August 2020 

• Total budget of 19,9 M€ of 
which 17,8 M€ of EC 
Contribution

CIVITAS DESTINATIONS

THE PROJECT IN A NUTSHELL

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal
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CIVITAS DESTINATIONS

PROJECT STRUCTURE

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal

WP2 - SUMPS

WP3 - Safety and accessible public spaces

WP4 - Shared mobility and e-infrastructures 

towards zero emissions transport

WP5 - Smart and clean urban freight 

logistics

WP6 - Mobility demand management and

awareness for sustainable mobility

WP7 - Attractive, clean, accessible and 

efficient public transport

WP1 – Project management

WP8 - Innovation management for growth

WP9 - Evaluation

WP10 - Cross-fertilization of knowledge and

best practices’ replication

WP11 - Communication and dissemination

Cooperation with NECSTOUR
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Key project activities
WP2- SUMPS

• Each sites concluded or are concluding their SUMPS.

• The project measures supported the development of the 

SUMP, and SUMP will allow the continuity of these measures.

• The most difficult was to found trustful data. It was needed to 

make some studies, data collection and surveys.

• Involvement of stakeholders, listen residents and tourists are 

crucial.

• Supportive activities were developed to have more data 

available.
Environmental Monitoring 
Station in Madeira
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Madeira - mobility patterns of tourists

Important findings

Mobility and Tourism Surveys 2018

• 64% - Used the internet to purchase their travel;

• 71% - Additional discounts would make PT more attractive;

• > 85% - Unknow PT brochures/leaflets, PT website and 

mobile app;

• 52% of the frequent tourists who used PT on their last visit to 

Madeira did so again;

• 41% - PT users - Lack of information online/bus stops 

(schedules, prices, routes, etc.);

• 17% - PT users – PT buses are old and full;

• 11% - PT users - Difficulty interpreting the PT information;

• 89% - Have a smartphone; and 68% used the

smartphone/internet during their stay.

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal

Tourists modal 

share

Survey in airport
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Madeira - mobility patterns of tourists

Actions needed

- Reach the tourists at an earlier stage of the journey – Better web information

- Increase the knowledge and use of PT website and mobile app;

- Reinforce the commercial strategy through the ticket sales on board the ships, 

right outside the ships, hotels and at the airport; 

- Reinforce the communication strategy, with more detailed information;

- Improve the quality of the information at the bus stops;

- Improve the information provided by the employees.

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal
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Key project activities
WP3- Safety and accessible public spaces

Rethymno and Madeira - Mobility 
Plans for schools and university 
communities 

✓Involvement of school teachers, 

directors and parents’ association 
✓School mobility surveys 

✓Audit to the surrounding public 

space 

✓Analysis of PT services in schools 

✓Dissemination and promotion 

actions 
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Key project activities
WP4- Shared mobility and e-infrastructures towards 
zero emissions transport

ELBA - Sharing Agency

Car/scooter/bike/boat 

http://www.memexitaly.it/wp-

content/uploads/2018/09/Booklet_Shared-Use-

Mobility-Agency.pdf

Las Palmas GC - Public e-bike system 
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Key project activities

WP5 - Smart and clean urban freight logistics

Rethymno – The transformation of collected 

UCO to biodiesel has been tested with the 

installation of a small-scale autonomous 

biodiesel production unit.

SULP development – In coordination 

with SUMP. 
Las Palmas GC- designed and tested 

the D4Service during this period. It is 

an ITS for freight logistics transport 

management tool that includes: a fleet 

control system, an automatic routing 

software and a communications 

interface.

Malta – is implementing a pilot to use 

an electric goods van, to test the 

feasibility of sharing a single vehicle to 

operate deliveries by separate 

companies to and from similar 

destinations. 
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Key project activities
WP6 – Mobility demand management

Elba- Mobility package

Distribution of 40 e-bikes to 10 hotels in Rio and Portoferraio.

Agreement between the Hotel Association and the PT operator 

for PT promotion and discounts to tourist.

Limassol and Malta– Green Label Awards

Distinction to hotels that promote sustainable mobility and, in 

Limassol, the Tourist Mobility Card to their guests.
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Key project activities 
WP7 – Attractive, clean, accessible and efficient PT

Madeira: Improvements in PT fleet

Tested 1 standard and 2 mini e-buses.
Video:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wjpQno5Gank

PT purchased 5 mini e-buses and 1 for 

persons with reduced mobility.

Implemented eco-driving program, tyre

pressure monitoring system in service, 

and predictive analysis of potential bus 

faults. 

Testing roof solar panels in 2 buses.

Las Palmas GC: PT promotion

Information panels

3 hybrid buses

1-3 days touristic cards, sales in hotels
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Key project activities 
WP7 – Attractive, clean, accessible and efficient PT

Madeira: PT Information for cruise tourists 
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Key project activities 
WP7 – Attractive, clean, accessible and efficient PT

Madeira: PT Information for interurban service 
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CIVITAS DESTINATIONS
MAIN LESSONS LEARNT

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal

It is not enough to promote 
sustainable mobility by 

disseminating the environment 
importance.

It is necessary to promote the 
sustainable modes of transport not 
only as a mode, but also as part of 

the touristic experience?

• Meat the locals,

• Experience the 

culture 

• Other views,

• Cheaper
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CIVITAS DESTINATIONS
MAIN LESSONS LEARNT

• To involve stakeholders and citizens: Participatory events with a rewarding

scheme; provide clear and focus information; create interactive

activities/process; demonstrate that the opinions shared will be used. Difficulty

to find a solution when different stakeholders, mainly private for profit

companies, are involved.

• To involve politicians: Need to demonstrate how the activities will benefit the

residents and how they will understand that the benefits are results of their

measure.

• To develop new technologies/information systems: The technical

requirements definition, the tender process, and the tests takes a long time.

This time has to be included in the plans.

• To plan continuously: It is important to define methods for a regular

evaluation of tourism, mobility and environmental trends.

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal
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More project information

• CIVITAS website

https://civitas.eu/destinations

• Platform of followers

https://www.destinationsplatform.eu/

• Video

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_a-3l9VrmGU&t=106s

• Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/Sustainable.Tourism.and.Mobility/

LOCATIONS – Final Event, Malaga 19th of September 2019 – Andreia Quintal



Thank you!

Andreia Quintal

Horários do Funchal-Transportes Púlicos, SA

http://www.civitas.eu 
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Annex IV – Presentation "The experience of LOCATIONS", Fabio Tomasi, Area Science Park 

 

 

  



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

The experience of

LOCATIONS

Sustainable mobility

in MED tourist destinations 

Malaga, 19th September 2019



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

Italy

Area Science Park (LP)

Trieste Port Authority

Municipality of Ravenna

Albania

Albanian Institute of Transport

Durres Port Authority

Croatia

Regional Energy Agency Kvarner

Rijeka Port Authority

Municipality of  Zadar

Portugal

Lisboa e-nova

Municipality of Lisbon

Spain

CIRCE

Malaga Port Authority

Partners



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

The problem



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

A methodology based on SUMP guidelines to 

develop a plan to be included in SUMP or 

SEAP/SECAP as one action targeted to cruise 

ships related mobility

t

LOCATIONS approach 1



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

Step 0: Work plan and team 

Step 1: Initial assessment 

– Context analysis  

– Stakeholders’ involvement 
Step 2: Participatory process 

– Participatory process design 

– Participatory Process development 

Step 3: Draft of the operational model 

– Definition of current scenario 

– Definition of vision and objectives 

– Definition of actions and indicators (modular) 

– Development of future scenarios 

Step 4: Monitoring, assessment and sources for funding 

– Definition of the process for monitoring 

– Assessment and evaluation of LCTP development 

– Funding

t

LOCATIONS approach 2



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

14 modular packages



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

Capitalize and transfer



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

• Igoumenitsa (GR)

• Koper (SLO)

• Limassol (CY)

• Sete (FR)

• Thessaloniki (GR)

• Valletta (MT)

• Cadiz (ES)

• Dubrovnik (HR)

• Livorno (IT)

• Portimao (PT)

• Saranda (AL)

t

LOCATIONS replicators



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

• Exchange of data and findings generated by the 

LOCATIONS LCTPs;

• Exchange of information and know-how in the fields of 

sustainable mobility;

• Joint participation in project proposals;

• Creation of synergies and definition of further common 

actions;

• Dissemination of relevant data and promotion of 

international best practices;

• Promote cooperation.

t

LOCATIONS network



Low Carbon Transport for Cruise Destination Cities 

LOCATIONS 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR KIND ATTENTION

Fabio Tomasi
International Projects Unit

Innovation and Complex Systems Dept.

AREA SCIENCE PARK

Padriciano, 99 | 34149 Trieste | Italy

TEL +39 040 3755268 

EMAIL fabio.tomasi@areasciencepark.it
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Annex V – Presentation "Sustainability in the cruise industry" - Alfredo Serrano, President CLIA 

Spain 
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Annex VI – Presentation "Tourism and Mobility within the Interreg MED framework" - Roberta 

Lixia, JS Interreg MED 

 

 

  



LOCATIONS Final Conference

Malaga – 19/09/2019



13 countries 57 regions in MED

10 EU MS + 3 IPA countries

122 million inhabitants

860 000 km²  15 000 km coastal area



PRIORITY 

AXIS 2: 

Fostering low 

carbon 

strategies and 

energy 

efficiency in 

specific MED 

territories: 

cities, islands  

and rural areas

PRIORITY 

AXIS 4:

Enhancing 

Mediterranean 

Governance

PRIORITY 

AXIS 3: 

Protecting and 

promoting 

Mediterranean 

natural and 

cultural 

resources

areas

Thematic priority axes 

Territorial 
priority axis

PRIORITY 

AXIS 1:

Promoting 

Mediterranean 

innovation 

capacities to 

develop smart 

and sustainable 

growth

Interreg MED priorities



Interreg MED key figures

91
approved
projects

878 
Participations

335
Associated 

partners

169 M€
ERDF

7 M€
IPA

12Biodiversity Protection

18
projects

Sustainable Tourism

Green Growth

Blue Growth

Social & Creative

34
projects

11 
projects

Efficient Buildings

8Urban Transport

Renewable Energy 7

Governance 1
project



Axis 2 – Low Carbon Economy

Sustainable
Transport

To increase capacity to use existing low carbon 
transport systems and multimodal connections 
among them

Result Indicator Share of urban plans which include low carbon

transport and multimodal connection soft actions

❖ Instruments to foster the use of LC transport solutions

❖ Models to develop urban plans including low carbon transport and 
multimodal connections soft actions

❖ Urban areas engaged in developing urban plans/strategies including low 
carbon transport and multimodal connections soft actions

❖ Population involved in awareness raising activities



Urban Transport Sustainable Tourism

TOURISM and MOBILITY

❖ Increase attractiveness and competitiveness of MED destinations in the 
global tourism market. 

❖ Long-term vision of the MED tourism sector to be a globally attractive, 
smart, sustainable and inclusive touristic region.

❖ Main challenges: high-level seasonality and insufficient cooperation 
between the main tourism actors



THANK YOU

rlixia@maregionsud.fr
programme_med@maregionsud.fr
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Annex VII – Pictures 
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